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National Anti-corruption Strategy 2008 many anti corruption efforts have had only a minimal effect on
curbing the problem of corruption this book explains why that is and shows readers what works in the
real world in the fight against corruption and why counter corruption initiatives often focus on the
legal institutional and contextual factors that facilitate corrupt behavior but these have had only
nominal impacts because most of these reforms can be circumvented by government officials powerful
citizens and business people who are relentless in their quest for self interest this book argues that
instead we should target the key individual and group drivers of corrupt behavior and through them
promote sustainable behavioral change drawing on over 25 years of practical experience planning
designing and implementing anti corruption programs in over 40 countries as well as a wealth of
insights from social psychological ethical and negotiation research this book identifies innovative tools
that target these core human motivators of corruption with descriptions of pilot tests that show how
they can work in practice anti corruption is again becoming a priority issue prompted by the
emergence of more authoritarian regimes and the public scrutiny of government responses to the
covid 19 pandemic straddling theory and practice this book is the perfect guide to what works and
what doesn t and will be valuable for policymakers ngos development practitioners and corruption
studies students and researchers
National Anti-corruption Strategy 2010 in an environment in which growth and employment
prospects in many countries remain subdued and a number of high profile corruption cases have
fueled moral outrage and amid a growing consensus that corruption can seriously undermine a country
s ability to deliver inclusive economic growth in a number of different areas addressing corruption
globally in both developed and developing countries has become increasingly urgent when corruption
impairs government functions it can adversely affect a number of important determinants of economic
performance including macrofinancial stability investment human capital accumulation and total factor
productivity moreover when systemic corruption affects virtually all state functions distrust of
government can become so pervasive that it can lead to violence civil strife and conflict with
devastating social and economic implications this staff discussion note focuses on corruption that
arises from the abuse of public office for private gain whether it manifests itself transactionally for
example a bribe or through powerful networks between business and government that effectively
result in the privatization of public policy while designing and implementing an anticorruption strategy
requires change on many different levels the imf s experience in assisting member countries suggests
that several elements need to be given priority transparency rule of law and economic reform policies
designed to eliminate excessive regulation perhaps most important however addressing corruption
requires building effective institutions with the clear objective of developing a competent civil service
that takes pride in being independent of both private influence and public interference
National Anti-corruption Strategy 2005 aid agencies increasingly consider anti corruption activities
important for economic development and poverty reduction in developing countries in the first major
comparative study of work by the world bank the european commission and the undp to help
governments in fragile states counter corruption jesper johnsøn finds significant variance in strategic
direction and common failures in implementation
National Anti-corruption Strategy 2005 this report provides an assessment of hungary s draft
medium term national anti corruption strategy for 2023 2025 nacs and the action plan for its
implementation the nacs is one of several steps hungary is taking to improve its rule of law
performance
Curbing Corruption 2021-12-19 the nacs abridged version combines elements of parts i and ii of the
original nacs in addition to including contact information while examining only the hot spots
institutions namely health education the judiciary local government decentralization and mineral
resources the nacs abridged version also includes recommendations from the measures against
corruption also included in the nacs abridged version is a list of public places to access the original
nacs and the contact information for regional public complaint mechanisms where individuals will be
able to report episodes of corruption directly to the anti corruption strategy coordinating unit and or
through our trusted partners p 2
Taiwan's Anti-corruption Strategy 2010 as a political and social disease public corruption costs



governments and businesses around the world trillions of dollars every year government anti
corruption strategies a cross cultural perspective provides you with a better understanding of public
corruption and governments anti corruption practices it outlines a general framework of anti
corruption strategies that governments undertake to effectively curb corrupt practices case studies of
several countries illustrate how governments put anti corruption strategies into practice this book
provides case studies of anti corruption efforts in several countries including china india south korea
nepal and central and eastern european countries it focuses on developing and transitional countries
where the depth and effects of corruption are especially severe the cases highlight examples of failure
as well as success so that the complexity of corruption issues and the reasons why corruption persists
can be better understood most of the contributors to each chapter are native to the countries under
discussion and provide an insider s view and analysis they expose some of the appalling depths to
which corruption can go in governments where accountability is generally weak legal institutions are
poorly developed civil liberties and political competition are often restricted and laws are frequently
flouted it is the people who ultimately suffer government anti corruption strategies a cross cultural
perspective represents an international effort to foster a better understanding of the issues
surrounding corruption this compelling collection of studies offers insights into real life cases of
corruption that help you equip yourself to stem corruption when it appears
Corruption 2016-05-11 this book analyses the development of anti corruption as a policy field in the
european union with a particular focus on the eu anti corruption report it reconstructs the origins of
anti corruption policy in the 1990s when the eu started to recognise corruption as a serious crime with
a cross border dimension it also analyses the processes surrounding the downfall of the santer
commission on charges of corruption in 1999 and the enlargement of the eu this incorporation of
transitional new member states was accompanied by a number of specific measures instruments and
monitoring mechanisms to combat corruption at the supranational level finally leading to the
introduction of the eu wide anti corruption report in 2014 the book presents an in depth analysis of its
implementation abandonment and the way forward under the european semester as the new
instrument for achieving eu anti corruption reforms it offers a new interpretation of the report as a
form of reflexive governance that operates at multiple levels and involves not only the european
institutions and national governments but also the role of civil society actors in the process of
developing anti corruption policy it applies the theory of reflexive governance in analysing the impact
of the report in the uk romania and albania including the involvement of non state actors in anti
corruption policy making in these countries the book concludes with a discussion on how future eu anti
corruption policy can make use of reflexive governance and offers recommendations to enhance anti
corruption policies of the eu the member states and candidate states
Anti-Corruption Strategies in Fragile States 2016-11-25 the purpose of this book is to explain why a
number of countries have succeeded in combating corruption and to identify the lessons which other
countries can learn from these five countries successful experiences in curbing corruption
OECD Public Governance Reviews A Strategic Approach to Public Integrity in Hungary The 2023-25
National Anti-Corruption Strategy and Action Plan 2023-11-16 the book is an overview of the various
strategies adopted to fight corruption it briefly discusses the content of international legal instruments
on corruption it explains the concept types causes and effects of corruption the book discusses the vari
Draft National Anti-corruption Strategy and Action Plan 2015-2019 2014 anti corruption
programmes projects and campaigns have come to constitute an essential aspect of good governance
promotion over the last two decades the post communist countries in eastern europe have presented
one of the first key targets of transnational anti corruption efforts and indeed most of these countries
have shown an impressive record of respective measures yet path breaking institutional and policy
developments have not set in before the mid 2000s both at the international level and in most eastern
european countries are these the beginnings of a mutually synergetic success story in order to answer
this question we need to better understand the complex interplay between the international and
domestic domains in this policy field and geographic region this book provides in depth and
comparative insights about this interplay with a particular focus on the involvement of domestic social
movements governmental political machines and international legal mechanisms we find that on all



three levels of analysis political and material interests of relevant actors are complemented and at
times contradicted by normative claims moreover at the interfaces of the three levels coincidental and
spontaneous developments have largely outweighed systematic implementation and coordination of
appropriate anti corruption strategies this book is based on a special issue of global crime
National Anti-corruption Strategy (NACS) 2008 corruption remains a priority area for both the
private sector and development implementers however there is no consensus on actionable steps
toward addressing it on a global level this issue is especially important in the context of international
trade and development as the private sector plays an increasing role in development outcomes
moreover countries with the weakest governance structures tend to be those that most need economic
development this report reviews the literature surrounding corruption identifies the opportunity costs
of corruption and posits actionable steps for the private sector to effectively address corruption
worldwide as well as ways for private sector actors to work with governments to achieve this goal
Government Anti-Corruption Strategies 2015-06-24 the groupe d etats contre la corruption greco
is established at the council of europe greco evaluates in several steps the legislative and
administrative instruments of its member states in the fight against corruption and thus makes
obligatory suggestions for improvement based on the first evaluation round this study compares the
corruption relevant national regulations of the criminal law and names their weaknesses moreover the
book analyzes in which way law enforcement agencies are organized and which authorities are
available in the fight against corruption additionally the immunity regulations which could particularly
stand contrary to the fight against corruption in the political sector are evaluated institutions against
corruption systematizes the recommendations passed by greco judges their coherence and ventures a
first assessment readers interested in corruption fighting will not only gain comparative legal insights
but also prospects on the recommendations with which greco intends to improve the fight against
corruption in 35 of its member states
The EU Anti-Corruption Report 2019-10-16 with the increasing recognition across the world of the
damaging effects of corruption on economic growth and social stability this report seeks to unpack the
varied practices of corruption to identify and compare different patterns of the transition countries of
central and eastern europe the baltic states and the commonwealth of independent states it then
draws out lessons for tailoring anticorruption strategies to address the variation across the region in
an effort to target reforms more effectively the report draws on many sources of ongoing research and
lessons of experience including the world bank s work in this area it is intended as a contribution to
the growing policy dialogue on developing practical strategies for reducing corruption
Different Paths to Curbing Corruption 2013-11-18 presents a sector by sector analysis of corruption in
developing countries written by experts that address nine sectors education agriculture energy
environment health justice private business political parties and public finance concludes with policy
oriented suggestions for eliminating corruption written for students researchers and practitioners
provided by publisher
Anti-corruption Strategies 2006 thesis m a from the year 2009 in the subject politics international
politics topic miscellaneous grade 1 1 university of augsburg language english abstract designing and
implementing a national anti corruption strategy is a long term and expensive undertaking that will
almost always require the assistance of the international community this study does not explicitly
provide recommendations for anti corruption approaches of donors and or agencies in fragile states
key elements are pointed out where they strongly affect the recipient governments political will and
capacity for anti corruption reform since the package of measures intends to provide governments
with a range of options that enable them to assemble their national strategy this paper is streamlined
to anti corruption measures in post emergency or reconstruction phases of emergency situations
against the background of corruption this thesis is based on the following structure it starts with the
international level followed by the transnational and then national level it then reverses back through
the same levels chapter 2 sketches anti corruption efforts by the international community and
integrates them into the larger context of development and intervention policy in addition the chapter
outlines certain features of the uncac and depicts the work of the cecs due to the complexity of the
phenomenon of corruption chapter 3 provides a general background of corruption and profiles the



many aspects of government corruption it then outlines the anti corruption situation and condition in
fragile states the principles of addressing corruption in such environments and the broader principles
of an anti corruption strategy chapter 4 intends to exemplify an anti corruption approach in one
country it highlights key elements of the anti corruption strategy to examine how they work in practice
and to unveil the complexity of such a strategy it points out the methodology of the country case study
and explains why sierra leone was chosen the historic background and the country s development as
well as distinctive corruption processes are highlighted emphasis is put on assessing anti corruption
action taken by the two sierra leonean governments after the civil war of 1991 to 2002 as well as on
donors anti corruption and reconstruction action chapter 5 then draws out lessons for tailoring anti
corruption strategies and promotes ideas and recommendations for a un package of anti corruption
measures for governments of anti corruption measures for governments in fragile states chapter 6
encompasses concluding remarks
Fighting Corruption in Eastern Europe 2013-09-13 the purpose of this book is to understand the
rise future and implications of two important new kinds of integrity warriors official anti corruption
agencies acas and anti corruption ngos and to locate them in a wider context and history of anti
corruption activity key issues of corruption and anti corruption are discussed in an integrated and
innovative way through a number of country studies including taiwan and south korea south east
europe fiji russia and the baltic states some of the questions used to examine the development of new
anti corruption actors include in what context were these born how do they operate in pursuing their
mission and mandate how successful have they been in relation to expected results to what extent are
governmental and non governmental actors aware of each other and how far do they cooperate
towards the common goal of fighting corruption what explains the shift in emphasis after the end of
the cold war from national to international action governments ngos and anti corruption will be of
interest to students and scholars of corruption public policy political science developmental studies
and law luís de sousa is an associate researcher at cies iscte portugal and calouste gulbenkian fellow
at the european university institute italy barry hindess is emeritus professor of political science at the
australian national university australia peter larmour is a reader in public policy and governance at the
crawford school of economics and government australian national university australia
CSD Brief No 7: Development of the Second National Anti-Corruption Strategy for Bulgaria 2014-03-04
this volume analyses a broad range of anti corruption measures recently implemented in eastern
europe and central asia and identifies where interim progress has been achieved and where further or
reinforced action is needed
The Costs of Corruption 2005 despite intensified governmental and public efforts at corruption
control in recent years official transgression continues to surface in various ways of abusing the
unique power and trust that a government holds preventing corruption in asia addresses a number of
crucial questions what institutional arrangements are necessary to ensure a clean and honest
government what self regulatory capabilities must government institutions develop in order to
maintain integrity how should a sense of ethical responsibility be instilled in the civil services do
special anti corruption agencies help keep government clean how will a regulatory framework of
official conduct work properly how useful are anti corruption campaigns in containing corruption
focusing on a number of carefully selected countries in the asia and pacific region the book sets as its
focal point the choice of institutional design in preventing corruption rather than treating corruption
as a practical or technical problem to be corrected by strong political will and good anti corruption
policy measures while focusing on institutional designs and policy choices the book also examines
other aspects of clean government such as the social environment legal and regulatory framework role
of the public and the impact of culture
Institutions Against Corruption 2012 document from the year 2021 in the subject politics
international politics region eastern europe grade 5 course political system language english abstract
the whole world is facing the problem of corruption in addition to the problems of poverty the main
problem is the corruption that causes poverty lowers local investment lowers international interest in
investing this phenomenon can not be stopped with words and political rhetoric many international
countries are reluctant to invest in the west due to the level of corruption political parties come to



power using vain rhetoric that they fight corruption many court hearings are held against the corrupt
that the court fails to convict them of corruption corruption is a global evil harmful to states harmful to
economic development for human well being not infrequently the world despairs because of the art of
intent to greatly reduce this phenomenon but hopes always exist and this is positive strategies the
many anti corruption scandals that exist from different governments suggest that humanity does not
give in to an evil such as corruption and by people who work for the state or companies and are
involved in such illegal work
Review of Anit - Corruption Strategy and Program of Government of Nepal 2000-01-01
international anti corruption treaties including the un convention against corruption require member
states to establish two types of anti corruption institutions one to prevent corruption and the other to
combat corruption through law
Anticorruption in Transition 2005 the problem of corruption is of central significance for the
developmental prospects of poor countries corruption undermines development by siphoning off
resources for infrastructures and public services and by weakening the legitimacy of the state the
volume will appeal to academics and policy makers concerned with problems of governance and public
management in developing countries as well as specialists working on corruption and designing anti
corruption strategies
Fighting Corruption in Developing Countries 2015-10-16 the volume includes comparative and
comprehensive discussions on anti corruption policies of governments and anti corruption agencies
across europe compared to existing literature that focuses either on general and theoretical aspects
related to corruption or on country specific experiences this volume provides an interdisciplinary and
broad overview of corruption prevention policies and measures undertaken by major european
member states relying both on literature and on institutional documentation of national anti corruption
agencies which greatly contribute to shaping anti corruption policy directions in so doing it advances
the existing theoretical agenda of corruption studies and policies situating it within wider disciplinary
fields this volume is especially concerned with the interrelationship between good administration
integrity ethical behaviour and corruption the role of transparency and digitalisation in preventing
corruption and ensuring rights efficiency and impartiality in the public administration the
measurement of corruption with specific reference to preventative measures and indicators of
administrative anti corruption efforts big data block chains and artificial intelligence public
management codes of ethics performance targets and skills and their role in tackling and preventing
corruption and public procurement transparency and anti bribery measures in the european public
procurement system this volume is of interest to graduate students and researchers in political
sociology political science european corruption law international relations public policy and social
statistics
Anti-Corruption Measures in Fragile States. Adressing Change through a United Nations
Anti-Corruption Package of Measures 2012-08-21 this paper outlines the imf s perspective on the
economic impact of corrup tion and experience in helping countries design and implement strategies
to address it corruption has a broader cor rosive impact on society it undermines trust in government
and erodes the ethical standards of private citizens a holistic multi faceted approach is needed one
that establishes appropriate incentives and the rule of law promotes transparency and introduces
economic reforms that reduce opportunities for illicit behavior perhaps the most import ant ingredient
for a successful anticorruption approach is the development of strong institu tions centered on a
professional civil service that is sufficiently independent from both private influence and political
interference corruption afflicts countries at all stages of development indeed some developing coun
tries score better on corruption indices than many advanced countries corruption has a pernicious
effect on the economy pervasive corruption makes it harder to conduct sound fiscal policy corruption
also undermines certain types of public expenditure to the detriment of economic performance
Governments, NGOs and Anti-Corruption 2008-10-20 analyses anti corruption policy within eu member
states and the evolution of anti corruption policy during the accession process
Fighting Corruption in Eastern Europe and Central Asia The Istanbul Anti-Corruption Action Plan
Progress and Challenges 2012-07-26 abstract many societies have limited corruption through the



broad based mobilization of a diverse range of interests willing and able to defend themselves by
making meaningful demands for accountability of and limits on official power and for an end to illicit
advantages enjoyed by others historically such a process has taken place gradually as political
development has proceeded and the base of participation broadens but today s high corruption
societies cannot wait for several generations to see such developments take place johnston and
kpundeh argue that social action coalitions linking public and private actors are a way to mobilize
these sorts of participation and advocacy such coalitions are neither a new idea nor a guarantee of
successful reforms in many instances they win out by default as an anti corruption strategy but they
contend that if sustained by careful planning and a diverse set of incentives they can reinforce political
will and enhance the strength of civil society coalition building efforts are underway in many societies
but too often they have focused only on anti corruption tactics and pursuing their own growth rather
than looking at the coalition building process in more general terms in part i the authors employ
wilson s 1973 analysis of the incentives that motivate and reward participation in organizations this
approach helps them identify ways in which the anti corruption goals can be augmented by other kinds
of appeals even when material incentives are scarce the authors also identify four stages of the
coalition building process formation credibility expansion and transformation in which differing
combinations of incentives will be necessary to address the group s most important problems and
opportunities in part ii the authors examine two important coalition building efforts in light of the
discussions thus far ghana s anti corruption coalition and the bangalore agenda task force in bangalore
karnataka state india in part iii the authors link those cases to a broader analysis suggesting that while
purposive incentives are common in the early phases of all coalitions other varieties must be added to
the mix wilson s scheme points to ways in which the imaginative use of incentives can aid the
transition from one phase of coalition development to the next the authors conclude with general
strategic issues suggesting ways in which their analysis can be applied to those questions given the
important variations to be found among cases this paper a product of the governance finance and
regulation division world bank institute is part of a larger effort in the institute to address governance
and anti corruption issues in developing countries
Preventing Corruption in Asia 2021-07-13 this book explores how corruption is now widely recognized
as a major disease which threatens not only economic development but also the foundations of
societies as well as examining the causes and consequences of corruption this book also offers a deep
analysis of possible cures it discusses the solutions that have been adopted in different countries and
at the international level in order to curb corruption previous analyses have focused mainly on the
causes and consequences of corruption but by analysing the different solutions that have been adopted
around the world and the reason of their successes or failures this book seeks to help national and
international policy makers in setting an effective anti corruption strategy the book will be of
particular interest to researchers students scholars and practitioners working on corruption
Anti-Corruption Policies and Strengthening Law and Order 2008-04-04 the octopus programme
is a technical co operation programme against corruption and organised crime initiated by the council
of europe in 1996 this publication contains a number of papers which discuss training and education
policies to strengthen efforts to combat corruption within public administration systems in central and
eastern european countries using case studies to consider experiences and best practice examples
from the czech republic kosovo latvia lithuania poland the russian federation serbia and ukraine
Specialised Anti-Corruption Institutions Review of Models 2012-11-12 fundamental changes
within economies are needed to create arm s length relations between governments corporations and
banks we are taking risks when investing in the future and risk taking demands openness and
truthfulness from the agents we employ if investors and accountants can concur on the degree of
disclosure that is morally right we may come to some global agreement on what constitutes corruption
oco but to do this we have to bring together those who advocate profit making with those who see this
as usury and we have to care for the future in novel ways oco unknown in the past oco so as to allow
firms to be locally inefficient apparently while preserving the environment this book looks widely at the
prevailing situation in asia and considers how little some governments are doing to guide their
institutions towards probity and transparency while fundamental changes are needed around the globe



it is in the developing nations that there is scope for radical change in the near future as their
institutions are re created to meet the modern world once developed and functioning their managers
will have the opportunity to facilitate and re direct the institutions in the developed world which
happen to be more conservative than their own contents the oecd convention and asia e quinones the
asian money laundering explosion p lilley corruption in context l palmier monopoly rights and wrongs
two forms of intellectual property rights violations in asia h b cheah culture and level of
industrialization as determinants of corruption in asia d sculli the economy of seepage and leakage in
asia the most dangerous issue g etienne combating corruption in southeast asia c wescott the nature of
corruption hidden culture the case of korea y l moon g n mclean comparative study of anti corruption
systems efforts and strategies in asian countries focusing on hong kong singapore malaysia and korea t
kim and other papers readership final year undergraduates master s and mba students in ethics and
social science researchers on asian topics managers and policy makers
Corruption and Development 2002 as corruption is a serious problem in many asian countries their
governments have introduced many anti corruption measures since the 1950s this book analyzes and
evaluates the anti corruption strategies employed in hong kong sar india indonesia japan mongolia the
philippines singapore south korea taiwan and thailand
National Anti-corruption Strategy (NACS). 2021-12-10 dissect nigeria s 37 member parts and all
you will find in all parts of this great nation are potentials which convert immediately into chewy cake
bits and pieces of hope for the country and for all nigerians this hope will be fruitfully rewarding if all
these potentials are harnessed for the purpose of this book the strategic fight against corruption is
shifting our focus from the unnecessary distraction of pointing accusing fingers casting blames giving
excuses and defending oneself about corruption in nigeria the purpose of this political discourse is to
imbue in us a positive attitude of looking inward to discover our true role in the fight against
corruption the recommendations of this book point out how to start taking responsibility of examining
and sanitizing oneself sincerely forgiving oneself genuinely and resolving within oneself firmly to get to
the root of corruption in one s vicious tendencies in order to eradicate all vices in oneself the hallmark
of this book is a guide for each of us to set a personal example of zero tolerance for corruption that
others may do likewise in personalizing the strategic fight against corruption the fight is inward out
not vice versa as before hence we begin with ourselves to fight our own vices dedicating this book also
to my late dad esq friday b isugu i would state at once that i do not write this book with any glee of
enthusiasm but in sadness not because my education was interrupted by the sudden death of my dad
two years after my mum s death when i started researching for this work but because i am really not
learned enough to be writing this work at this time if only i had been more learned than i am at the
time of this writing at 27 i would have been happy to write it better than i write now but i accept my
misfortune in agreement with ben gbulie whose opening words about fate in part i case cause and
consequence of his book nigeria s five majors sank a personal meaning of fate into my heart as fate has
made me write this way so i will love my work to summon up the immortal words of ben gbulie on fate
saying there can be no armour against fate this i know for sure especially with the advantage of
hindsight fate to my mind curtails every person s liberty to act or do as he pleases it cuts every human
being down to size peasant and patrician alike and reduces everyone almost to the status of a bar
magnet in a field of iron filings there is therefore no shaking off any situation or even changing the
course of any event once fate has ordained it i am thus made certain that fate has left me right upon
where i can base my present literary strides and so anyone may accept this discourse at the level it is
because i didn t learn more than i could express yet i have truly put my best into it before seeking rest
one of the most fascinating places on planet earth is nigeria also one of the most catawamptious socio
political enclaves a favorable naturally endowed terrain for all types of economic activities taking place
on earth its inhabited landmass is populated by the most fascinating multi ethnic black people on earth
they are a people that cannot be kibbled if dribbled by harsh conditions of life this is ensuing from the
challenge of the deleterious social impact of colonialism and neocolonialism which as a menace to
national growth created the brunt of weakness akin to generational degeneration of the people
garnered with their potentialities for independence and excellence in autonomy our broad condition of
living is by far below poverty margin an indication of dehumanization such that empathetically one



would begin to imagine how we are able to survive with less than n197 00k the equivalent of 1 00 a
day i see no need for statistics unity peace and progress are three essentials for the nigerian project to
stand erect and not suffer a sudden collapse corruption is today s foe
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